1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The importance of basal ganglia structures in controlling movement has been demonstrated by the success of deep brain stimulation in the treatment of movement disorders ([@bib25], [@bib46]). Local field potential recordings from these electrodes in target structures such as the subthalamic nucleus (STN) ([@bib13]; [@bib31]; [@bib1], [@bib4], [@bib13], [@bib31], [@bib35]), globus pallidus internus (GPi) ([@bib12], [@bib57], [@bib55]), and ventral lateral thalamus (including Vim) ([@bib45], [@bib26], [@bib10]) have revealed movement-related modulations in the amplitude of beta (13--30 Hz) and gamma (∼40--90 Hz) oscillations that are strikingly similar to those found in motor cortex. This suggests that neural activity throughout the cortical-basal ganglia-thalamus network is closely coordinated.

Beta band coherence in rest recordings has been reported between the STN and motor cortex ([@bib23], [@bib36]), and between STN and GPi ([@bib8]) in Parkinson\'s disease patients, and between GPi and motor cortex in dystonia patients ([@bib42]). Although spectral beta power is clearly reduced during movement, it is less clear whether beta coherence follows the same pattern. Some studies report a decrease in STN-cortical coherence with movement ([@bib27], [@bib32], [@bib2]) but others failed to observe a significant effect ([@bib35], [@bib22]). This discrepancy might be related to the recent notion of a functional subdivision in the beta band into a low and high frequency range. Whereas Parkinsonian symptoms of bradykinesia and rigidity are associated with low-beta power in the STN ([@bib36], [@bib41], [@bib61]), disease-unrelated coherence between STN and motor cortex was reported predominantly for high-beta frequencies in the same studies. When low-beta STN-cortex coherence is present, it is often of a slightly more lateral cortical location than the mesial high-beta coherence ([@bib56], [@bib44]). It might therefore be relevant to look more closely at which beta frequencies experimental effects occur when interpreting results.

As the main output structure of the basal ganglia, the GPi is of special interest in studying the influence of basal ganglia on movement initiation. In our previous work involving dystonia patients ([@bib42]) we identified three sources of cortico-pallidal connectivity that were spatially distinct and frequency specific. In the theta range (4--8 Hz) pallidal activity was mainly coherent with temporal cortical regions; in the alpha range (7--13 Hz) with the cerebellum, and in the beta range (13--30 Hz) with sensorimotor regions. Only the pallido-cerebellar alpha coherence showed an inverse correlation with severity of dystonic symptoms. This leaves the possibility that the other networks are not disease-related but inherent to normal brain physiology. As these networks were found in rest recordings, it remains to be tested whether they have functional correlates, such as the control of movement.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether beta band cortico-pallidal coherence significantly reduces during movement, and whether it shows evidence of a subdivision into a low- and high-beta range. In addition, we correlated coherence values with measures of reaction time and clinical scores, in order to test for a link with behavior or disease severity. Results substantiate desynchronization in the low-beta band as a prerequisite for fast motor performance, and add to a more complete picture of cortical-basal ganglia oscillation patterns and the anti-kinetic role of beta band synchronization.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Patients and surgery {#sec2.1}
-------------------------

Nine patients (six female) with either segmental (*n* = 2), cervical (*n* = 4), Meige Syndrome (*n* = 1) or generalized dystonia (*n* = 2) took part in this study. 8 of them also participated in the rest recordings presented in [@bib42]; all except case 3. Patient characteristics are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Their mean age at time of recording was 51.4 (±12.1 SD) years, with an average disease duration of 14.0 (±6.7 SD) years. All patients were right-handed by self-report. Severity of clinical symptoms was assessed via the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (TWSTRS) for patients with cervical or segmental dystonia and the Burke Fahn Marsden Dystonia Rating scale (BFMDRS) for patients with generalized dystonia. All patients were implanted with deep brain stimulation (DBS) macroelectrodes (model 3389, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) in left and right globus pallidus internus. Each electrode lead had four contact points with a diameter of 1.27 mm, length of 1.5 mm and an inter-contact spacing of 2 mm centre-to-centre. Correct placement of the DBS electrodes was guided by intraoperative microelectrode recordings and confirmed by postoperative MRI ([@bib42]).Table 1Patient characteristics. Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (TWSTRS) was used for patients with cervical or segmental dystonia and the Burke Fahn Marsden Dystonia Rating scale (BFMDRS) in generalized dystonia (indicated with an \*). Median reaction time was taken across the entire experiment, hence combining left and right hand trials. Likewise, average absolute coherence in the low-beta range (13--21 Hz) was averaged across left and right hemispheres.Table 1CaseAgeGenderDiagnosisPreoperative TWSTRS/BFMDRS\*Disease duration (years)% Correct go-trialsMedian reaction time (s)Average absolute low-beta coherence148FGeneralized Dystonia16\*20980.980.010255MSegmental Dystonia2012681.200.016352FMeige Syndromena15510.650.002451FCervical Dystonia233970.690.003552FCervical Dystonia2211820.910.005648FSegmental Dystonia2561000.660.006768MCervical Dystonia1623940.650.007858MCervical Dystonia1820880.920.009924FGeneralized Dystonia (DYT1)27\*16740.480.002

2.2. Recordings and experimental task {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------

Recordings took place off medication and between 1 and 7 days after implantation while electrode leads were still externalized. Pallidal local field potential (LFP) recordings were obtained simultaneously with 125 channel magneto-encephalography (MEG, Yokogawa ET 160) at the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt in Berlin. All patients were informed of the experimental procedures and gave written informed consent prior to the recordings. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Charité - University Medicine Berlin, Campus Virchow Klinikum, and was conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. Recordings for the stop-signal task included in this study took place after the 3--4 min rest recordings presented in [@bib42] in the same session.

Stimuli were presented in black against a white background on a screen in front of the subjects. An experimental block comprised a mixture of left and right hand 'go' and 'stop' trials presented in a random order. Each trial started with a fixation cross displayed with a random duration between 4 and 6s. This was followed by presentation of a cue in the form of a '\<' or '\>'-sign indicating the response hand. Subjects were instructed to press a button with the corresponding left or right index finger as soon as the cue appeared. They were told to withhold their response when a red box appeared around the cue ('stop'). Each block contained 100 trials in total, of which 66% were 'go' and 33% 'stop' trials. Subjects completed at least one block and performed (part of) a second one depending on their level of fitness. Signals were low-pass filtered with 250 Hz and sampled at a rate of 2000 Hz. LFP signals were off-line converted to a bipolar montage between adjacent contact pairs.

2.3. Data analysis {#sec2.3}
------------------

We focused our analysis on the time window around the button press after the go-cues. Stop signal related changes were not analyzed due to limited number of trials and technical shortcomings for stop signal recording. Only go-trials in which subjects responded with the correct hand between 100 and 2000 ms after cue presentation were included. After applying notch filters at 50 Hz and higher-order harmonics (5th order bi-directional Butterworth filter with cut-off frequencies ±2 Hz), and downsampling to 1000 Hz, continuous time series were epoched from -3.5s until 3.5s around each button press (at 0s). Trials containing LFP amplitude values exceeding 7 standard deviations of the trial\'s time series were discarded. This resulted on average in 29 trials per left or right hand condition (range 18--44). For one patient (case 9) we were only able to record the right hand condition due to temporary technical failure of the left hand button. This patient was also the only subject not showing evidence of distinct LFP-MEG beta band coherence in either left or right hemisphere, likely due to the presence of strong wire-induced artefacts across all MEG channels, and was left out of the analysis altogether. All reported results are hence based on 8 subjects (case 1--8).

Although we experienced artefacts in the MEG due to the remanent magnetization of the percutaneous connection wires, coherence estimates between LFP and MEG signals on the sensor level seemed largely unaffected. This is probably related to the frequency band of interest (\>10 Hz), which is above pathology-induced involuntary body movements leading to minuscule head position jitter. We only excluded one channel that systematically exhibited bad recordings across sessions. Previously we have shown that cortico-pallidal beta band coherence can be localized to sensorimotor areas in the same group of patients ([@bib42]). For the current study we conducted our analyses at sensor level. Raw MEG data were converted and epoched using SPM12 ([@bib37]) but actual computations were done using custom Matlab scripts. First, we computed coherence for each LFP channel and all MEG sensors individually in the range of -3s to 3s. For this, auto- and cross-spectral densities were estimated using Welch\'s method with 50% overlapping 250 ms Hanning windows. Fieldtrip\'s function ft_topoplotTFR.m ([@bib43]) was used for visualization of the topographies in the a-priori chosen beta frequency range (13--30 Hz) ([@bib16], [@bib60], [@bib7]) averaged across left and right hand conditions. We selected for each LFP channel the five MEG sensors with largest coherence values while avoiding sensors on the edge of the helmet as these are more likely to be contaminated by muscle artefacts.

Subsequently, time-resolved coherence spectra were computed for the selected LFP-MEG channel combinations with 750 ms sliding time windows in steps of 100 ms. Movement-related changes in coherence were assessed by expressing the time-resolved coherence spectra as a percentage change compared to the average coherence in the -3 to -1s (pre-movement) time window for each frequency. Resulting spectra were averaged across all selected LFP-MEG channels combinations per hemisphere and across conditions, resulting in separate spectra for the hemisphere contralateral and ipsilateral to the moving hand as well as an average across hemispheres. Likewise, we computed time-resolved power spectra for all bipolar LFP channels and selected MEG channels (based on coherence) using identical settings and averaging. For the power spectra, frequencies between 47 and 53 were removed from the time-frequency spectra and linearly interpolated. We also used robust averaging ([@bib63]) with offset value 7 to reduce the influence of bad data segments.

2.4. Statistics {#sec2.4}
---------------

We tested for significant changes in the movement-related coherence and power spectra using SPM12 ([@bib37]). Individual spectra were transformed into images and used for second level statistical analysis. This involved a one sample *t*-test against 0 (no change from baseline) for each time-frequency sample in the spectrum. We narrowed our window to frequencies between 8 and 90 Hz. To protect against the multiple comparisons problem, we only considered clusters of samples that survived a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction of *p* \< .05. We mildly smoothed individual\'s power spectra (full width half maximum of 200 ms and 2 Hz) before applying statistics in order to reduce irregular cluster edges due to robust averaging.

Furthermore, we tested for Pearson\'s correlations between coherence values and TWSTRS scores (when available) and between coherence values and median reaction time. This was done for absolute coherence values averaged across either low-beta (13--21 Hz) or high-beta (21--30 Hz) frequencies and taken from the entire -3 to 3s time interval, -3 to -1s (pre-movement), -1 to 1s (movement) or 1 to 3s (post-movement). Movement-related coherence values were also considered by expressing the values during the movement time period as a percentage change from the pre-movement time period. The subdivision of the beta band into these low- and high-frequency ranges was based on previous work ([@bib48], [@bib34], [@bib44], [@bib61]). For each correlation, one value per subject entered the analysis (conditions and hemispheres were averaged). Correlations with median reaction time were also performed by separating left and right hemispheres, hence entering two coherence values and corresponding contralateral median reaction time per subject.

To test whether findings for coherence were independent of spectral power, we repeated the correlations with median reaction time and clinical scores for absolute and movement-related power in the GPi and cortex. We also correlated the movement-related decrease in beta coherence with movement-related decreases in power across subjects. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests indicated that none of the variables significantly differed from a normal distribution. All correlation *p*-values remained significant after correcting for the FDR for independent or positively dependent tests ([@bib6]) per outcome variable and measure (coherence or power) unless reported otherwise.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Coherence topographies and spectra {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------

Cortico-pallidal beta coherence was clearly lateralized to the ipsilateral hemisphere ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Although coherence with the right GPi peaked for MEG sensors above central areas, coherence with the left GPi was located more posterior. The discrepancy between the topographies might be related to artefacts arising from the percutaneous wires that were located on the left side of the head (F3 in the 20/20 system). In addition, the subject\'s head was not always exactly aligned on the midline due to their dystonic symptoms. Nevertheless, coherence for the left GPi could be clearly detected and showed similar movement-related changes as the right GPi. No difference was found between left and right hemisphere absolute beta coherence values (paired-samples *t*-test *t*(7) = 0.003, *p* = 0.998). Likewise, median reaction times for right hand movements did not differ significantly from left hand movements (*t*(7) = 0.052, *p* = 0.960). For that reason, we combined left and right hemispheres into contra- and ipsilateral conditions with respect to the moving hand, or a single average per subject. A distinct coherence peak was identified in all 8 subjects included in the analysis with a peak frequency that could occur throughout the entire beta frequency range ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 1**Grand-average coherence. A)** Topographies of beta coherence (13--30 Hz) for left and right GPi separately. Shown is the average across the -3 to 3s time interval and all subjects. Red colors indicate larger coherence values. **B)** Coherence spectra for each individual subject (thin lines) and the grand average (thick line). Spectra are averaged across selected LFP-MEG channel combinations, hemispheres, and conditions.Fig. 1

3.2. Movement-related changes in coherence and power {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------

Movement-related changes in coherence are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A. Significant clusters under an FDR correction of *p* \< .05 are outlined. These occurred around movement onset and primarily for frequencies in the low-beta range. Significant decreases for high-beta frequencies were also observed but these were expressed much briefer in time. Results for ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres were strikingly similar, albeit with a somewhat smaller significant cluster for the ipsilateral hemisphere. No significant cluster in the beta range was detected when directly contrasting ipsi- and contralateral spectra. A decrease in (low-)beta coherence hence occurred independent of which hand was moving. Increases in gamma band coherence were rather scattered across different frequencies and not found to be significant on group-level.Fig. 2**Movement-related coherence and power spectra.** Shown are the grand-average changes in A) cortico-pallidal coherence; B) pallidal power; and C) cortical power, expressed as a percentage of the average in the -3 to -1s pre-movement time window. Left and right hand conditions were combined to form contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres with respect to the moving hand. Significant clusters under FDR-corrected cluster-level *p* \< .05 are outlined with black contour lines. For better visibility, we show beta and gamma frequency ranges in different panels but note that we performed the FDR correction on the entire spectrum. No significant beta coherence clusters were detected when contrasting ipsilateral and contralateral spectra.Fig. 2

By contrast, the movement-related increase in pallidal gamma power was well pronounced and lateralized to the contralateral hemisphere ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Beta suppression was present in both low- and high-frequency ranges but was relatively weak. The modulations found for cortical power more resembled those for coherence, with strongest beta suppression for low-beta frequencies ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C) and no clear gamma increase was observed. For better comparison between frequency (sub)band-specific modulations we further illustrate these findings as line plots in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3**Movement-related coherence and power per frequency (sub)band.** This figure shows the time-frequency modulations as presented in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} averaged within the gamma (30--90 Hz), low-beta (13--21 Hz), and high-beta (21--30 Hz) range. A) Cortico-pallidal coherence; B) pallidal power; C) cortical power. Shaded bars indicate the standard error of the mean across subjects.Fig. 3

3.3. Correlations with reaction time and clinical score {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------------

Low-beta coherence (13--21 Hz) showed significant correlations with reaction time. The strongest correlation was found for a subject\'s average coherence value in the entire -3 to 3s time window and their median reaction time across the experiment (*r* = 0.89, *p* = 0.003). However, significant correlations were also found in task-specific time intervals (pre-movement: *r* = 0.87, *p* = 0.005; movement: *r* = 0.82, *p* = 0.013; post-movement: *r* = 0.77, *p* = 0.025 (not significant under FDR correction)). Interestingly, the movement-related decrease was not related to reaction time (*r* = 0.26, *p* = 0.538). Also no significant correlations (*p* \> .24) were found for the high-beta range (21--30 Hz). Analyses repeated with left and right hemisphere as separate entries resulted in similar but slightly weaker findings (entire epoch: *r* = 0.61, *p* = 0.012; pre-movement: *r* = 0.62, *p* = 0.011; movement: *r* = 0.65, *p* = 0.007; post-movement: *r* = 0.31, *p* = 0.243). Again with no significant findings for the movement-related decrease or the high-beta range (*p* \> .34). Results for low-beta coherence in the -3 to 3s time window are depicted in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 4**Correlations between low-beta coherence and reaction time.** Shown here are the significant correlations for low-beta coherence (13--21 Hz) in the entire -3 to 3s time window. Reaction times were subjects\' median reaction time across the experiment (left panel) or the median reaction time per response hand (right panel). Likewise, coherence values were averaged across hemispheres (left panel) or taken separately per hemisphere (right panel).Fig. 4

Significant correlations with reaction time were not found for pallidal or cortical power, neither for absolute nor movement-related low- or high-beta frequency ranges (*p* \> .14). Moreover, subjects\' average movement-related suppression of beta coherence was not found to be correlated with their average suppression in pallidal or cortical power, neither in low- nor high-beta ranges (*p* \> .33). Cortico-pallidal coherence hence seems to contribute to task performance independently from spectral power. As in our previous study ([@bib42]) we did not find a significant correlation between any beta coherence (*p* \> .21) or power (*p* \> .16) values and severity of clinical symptoms.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

We showed that cortico-pallidal beta-band coherence in dystonia patients significantly decreases before and during movement. Although individual peaks were distributed across the entire beta range, mainly low-beta frequencies (13--21 Hz) showed a significant decrease with movement. Moreover, absolute coherence values in this frequency range were positively correlated with subjects\' reaction time, independent of time window. A significant decrease in high-beta (21--30 Hz) coherence was confined to a brief period around movement onset, and no correlations were found with reaction time. Although pallidal and cortical beta power were also suppressed with movement, the magnitude of this suppression was found to be unrelated to that of coherence. In addition, correlations with reaction time were unique for coherence. Our findings therefore suggest that cortico-pallidal coherence contributes to the movement task independently from spectral power.

Both the movement-related decrease and positive correlation with reaction time underscore the anti-kinetic role of beta oscillations ([@bib31], [@bib9]). This role not only applies to locally synchronized activity but could be extended to inter-regional synchronization, as for example seen for cortico-spinal coherence ([@bib3], [@bib62]). The anti-kinetic character could be manifest as an increase in beta amplitude in anticipation to upcoming postural perturbations ([@bib19], [@bib3]), prolonged reaction times when movements are initiated during time periods with prominent beta oscillations ([@bib65], [@bib39], [@bib40]), or slower execution of the response ([@bib24], [@bib15], [@bib19], [@bib47]). Moreover, the relation between elevated beta power in the subthalamic nucleus and severity of bradykinesia and rigidity in Parkinson\'s disease is well established ([@bib64], [@bib29], [@bib28], [@bib30], [@bib17], [@bib49], [@bib41]).

Only absolute coherence values were significantly correlated with reaction time. Even during the -1 to 1s time window around movement onset, subjects\' absolute coherence and not the relative movement-related decrease was indicative of the reaction time. Although other movement parameters such as velocity were not acquired in our study, our results suggest that task performance relates to the overall beta band coherence within the motor network. Reduction in beta band coherence starts well before the movement and thus may be a prerequisite for movements to occur. It could be speculated that reduced beta band coherence allows other frequencies such as gamma band activity to occur that are more specifically related to parameters of motor performance ([@bib11]). Previous electrophysiological studies have found the amplitude and velocity of performed movements to be reflected in the size of induced GPi gamma band synchronization ([@bib11], [@bib53]). The magnitude of beta power attenuation could also reflect movement velocity ([@bib53]) as well as sequence boundaries within continuous movements ([@bib21]). Also fMRI studies indicate movement parameters to be encoded within the GPi ([@bib59], [@bib58], [@bib54]). Further studies with a more specific experimental design are desired to explore the relation between coherence and motor performance in more detail.

The notion of a functional subdivision of the beta band into a low- and high-frequency range stems from findings in Parkinson\'s disease. Severity of bradykinesia and rigidity seems closely linked to enhanced activity specifically in the low-beta range ([@bib33], [@bib61]) whereas high-beta has been linked to freezing of gait ([@bib56]). Subtle differences in cortical topography and estimates of time delays underlying STN-cortical beta coherence hint at a contribution of the indirect pathway to low-beta oscillations and the hyperdirect pathway for high-beta oscillations ([@bib44]). If the neuronal origin of low- and high-beta oscillations could indeed be pinpointed to these distinct pathways, this would imply at least partly separable mechanisms that might work conjointly to facilitate or inhibit motor actions. Considering these frequency ranges separately in experimental studies may reveal their specific contributions.

As the main output structure of the basal ganglia, the internal pallidum is where indirect, direct, and hyperdirect pathways converge before inhibiting the thalamus. It is hence likely to relay imperative information regarding movement selection and initiation. This underscores the value of experimental studies with DBS electrodes implanted in GPi, typically for dystonia treatment, also for fundamental research. On the other hand, one should be cautious when drawing conclusions on normal brain neurophysiology from patient recordings. Many previous studies on beta oscillations in subcortical structures have been conducted in the context of Parkinson\'s disease. Some of the inter-regional beta synchronization could only be detected in the Parkinsonian state ([@bib51]) or shows a strong suppression with dopaminergic medication ([@bib8], [@bib22], [@bib34]). Beta coherence between regions of the motor system is also a common feature in healthy individuals ([@bib60]). It remains therefore challenging to determine to what extent oscillatory activity picked up with DBS electrodes in patients is normal or pathological.

Neither absolute nor movement-related beta coherence was found to be correlated with symptom severity in the present study. This is in line with our previous work where we only found a significant relation for alpha coherence between GPi and cerebellum ([@bib42]). Unlike Parkinson\'s disease, dystonic syndromes are hyperkinetic disorders that are characterized by twisting movements and abnormal posture resulting from involuntary sustained and sometimes repetitive muscle contractions ([@bib18]). Although our sample size was rather small (only six patients could be included in the correlation analysis), dystonia is presumably more associated with increased power for frequencies below the beta band ([@bib52], [@bib14], [@bib38], [@bib50]). Decreased and more irregular neuronal firing in GPi is distinctive of the disorder, possible caused by abnormal striatal activity ([@bib20]). Deep brain stimulation might be effective by suppressing pathological 4--12 Hz oscillations ([@bib5]). Unfortunately, our sample size was also too small to draw conclusions about dystonia subtypes and coherence magnitude. Furthermore, it is possible that the heterogeneity of the group might have masked (subtype-specific) associations with clinical parameters.

In conclusion, our findings revealed the involvement of predominantly low-beta cortico-pallidal coherence in movement execution and initiation. A significant movement-related attenuation of low-beta coherence was found in both contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres. Patients with strong absolute low-beta coherence values demonstrated slower overall reaction times. The lack of significant correlations with severity of dystonic symptoms suggest that these phenomena are intrinsic to normal brain physiology.
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